EXTENDED GUARDIAN

Bridging The Gap
A bridge allows you to cross boundaries into new territories,
to reach new places, explore and continue on your journey.
The Extended Guardian is designed to help bridge the gap
for your compressed air needs; taking you to additional 5 years
of warranty, performance and availability.

With the Extended Guardian, you have the
advantage of an additional 5 years added onto
your original warranty without any extra costs
and the certainty of new life for your compressor
including the latest technologies and updates.

Quincy Compressor Guardian Service Plans

EXTENDED GUARDIAN
Extended Guardian Benefits:
Flexible payment schedule
Further reduction of administration costs
Maintenance planning and recommendations
for maximum efficiency and reliability
No additional training or tooling costs
Active system & performance follow-ups
Additional service warranty
Stable pricing throughout the period and
flexible payment

The Extended Guardian
You will enjoy a warranty extension for a full 10 years with risk free operation,
as well as a machine revitalization process along the way. This will restore
your machine to maximum performance and reliability, further reducing your
compressed air system costs and eliminating production downtime.

Are you concerned with high breakdown costs
and production uptime?
Our technicians can spot a developing problem and propose a course
of action to prevent a future breakdown and unexpected downtime.
Additionally, our customers with Guardian coverage experience, on average
additional 16 days of uptime each year.

How do you get more out of your QGD and QGDV compressors?
With the Extended Guardian, you will give new life to your compressors by
upgrading them to the newest standards and technology.

Contact Your Quincy Representative to Sign Up Today!

Facts About This Plan

20%

Administrative Cost
Reduction

14%

Cost Savings
Over a 5 Year Period

16Days
Additional Equipment
and Production Uptime

6%

Reduction on Energy Costs

$1000s
of Dollars in Savings

5+5

Original Warranty Extended
for Another 5 years with
Performance as New

Call 855-978-4629 or Visit QuincyCompressor.com

